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TECH NOTE 

UNDERSTANDING CISCO WAAS INTERACTION WITH TCP 
MAXIMUM SEGMENT SIZE (MSS) 

Cisco Wide Area Application Services (WAAS) uses a TCP auto-discovery process to discover peer WAAS devices to 
apply optimizations for TCP connections between them.  When a flow is being optimized, there are three distinct TCP 
connections in use: client to Edge WAE, Edge WAE to Core WAE, and Core WAE to origin server.  This document 
describes the behavior of Cisco WAAS with regards to TCP Maximum Segment Size (MSS) for each of these TCP 
connections.  

OVERVIEW 
When a TCP connection is established between a client and server, each host announces their Maximum Segment Size (MSS) indicating to 
the other host that they can accept TCP segments up to the advertised size.  By default, common TCP implementations advertise an MSS of 
1460 bytes.  This common MSS size allows for TCP segment data plus 20 bytes for the TCP header and 20 bytes for the IP header.  This 
can be seen in the SYN and SYN-ACK packets exchanged between two hosts: 

 

0.000000 10.89.13.148 -> 10.88.81.25  TCP 49156 > 3389 [SYN] Seq=0 Ack=0 Len=0 MSS=1460 

0.002119 10.88.81.25 -> 10.89.13.148 TCP 3389 > 49156 [SYN, ACK] Seq=0 Ack=1 Len=0 MSS=1460 

 

By default, Cisco WAAS is configured to use a MSS of 1432 bytes on non-optimized connections.  This provides an additional 28 bytes for 
the GRE header used by Web Cache Coordination Protocol (WCCP) redirection.  For optimized connections, a MSS of 1432 bytes is also 
used for the Edge WAE to Core WAE communication.  This is done because WAAS makes the assumption that the peer WAE on the other 
side of the WAN link uses WCCP for interception.  When the initial connection setup occurs, WAAS remembers the TCP MSS values sent 
by the client and server in the SYN and SYN-ACK packets.  After WAAS determines that the connection is going to be optimized, it sends 
a SYN-ACK to the client with an MSS value determined through Path MTU Discovery (PMTUD).  On the server side of the connection, 
WAAS uses the MSS value originally sent by the client in the SYN packet.  Finally, for the WAE-to-WAE connection, WAAS uses a 
predefined MSS value.  The predefined MSS value is static, and is used regardless of the MSS advertised by the client and server hosts.  
The following figure depicts the MSS values used for optimized connections: 
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Each one of the decision points is described below: 

1) The Edge WAE receives a redirected TCP SYN packet from the client with a MSS value of 1460.  The Edge WAE will do one of 
the following: 

a. If WCCP is enabled, change the MSS value to the lesser of the client advertised MSS and 1432. 

b. If WCCP is not enabled, forward the client advertised MSS unaltered. 

2) The Core WAE receives the redirected SYN packet from the Edge WAE.  The Core WAE will do one of the following: 

a. If WCCP is enabled, change the MSS value to the lesser of the client advertised MSS and 1432. 

b. If WCCP is not enabled, forward the client advertised MSS unaltered. 

3) The Core WAE receives a redirected TCP SYN-ACK packet from the origin server with a MSS value of 1260.  The Core WAE 
will do one of the following: 

a. If WCCP is enabled, change the MSS value to the lesser of the client advertised MSS and 1432. 

b. If WCCP is not enabled, forward the client advertised MSS unaltered. 

4) The Edge WAE receives the redirected TCP SYN-ACK from the Core WAE with a MSS value of 1260.  The Edge WAE will 
change the MSS advertised to the client in the SYN-ACK to a value derived from the route cache, up to maximum of 1432.  The 
MSS value in the route cache is determined by using Path MTU Discovery (PMTUD).  For additional information on PMTUD, 
see http://www.cisco.com/warp/public/105/pmtud_ipfrag.html#t4. 

The actual TCP segment size sent by WAAS to clients, servers, and other WAEs is determined using the following logic: 

1) The TCP segment size sent by WAAS to clients and servers (i.e. non-optimized connections) is one of the following: 

a. If WCCP is enabled, the maximum segment size is the lesser of the advertised MSS (from the client/server) or the 
value configured for tfo tcp original-mss, up to a maximum of 1432. 

b. If WCCP is not enabled, the maximum segment size is the lesser of the advertised MSS (from the client/server) or the 
value configured for tfo tcp original-mss. 

2) The TCP segment size sent by WAAS to other WAAS WAEs is the value configured for tfo tcp optimized-mss. 

 

When deploying site-to-site VPN, it is common for the MSS to be adjusted to account for the GRE tunnel and/or encryption protocol 
overhead.  These MSS adjustments are often configured on the underlying network infrastructure.  The value of the adjusted MSS depends 
on the specific routing and/or encryption protocols being used.  To prevent fragmentation in VPN deployments, it is possible to configure 
Cisco IOS to adjust the TCP MSS of any SYN packets that pass through an interface.  The configuration command to accomplish this is: 

! 

ip tcp adjust-mss <value> 

! 
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Where <value> is the new MSS value that will be used.  Any TCP SYN packets passing through an interface with this command 
configured will have their MSS value adjusted.  You may also see some deployments take the additional step of lowering the interface IP 
MTU.  The configuration command to accomplish this is: 

! 

ip mtu <value> 

! 

 

Where <value> is the new IP MTU value that will be used. 

When Cisco WAAS is introduced into site-to-site VPN environments, the default MSS for optimized connections plus the overhead of 
GRE Tunnels and/or encryption protocols will cause packets to exceed 1500 Bytes and be fragmented.  Fragmentation with Cisco WAAS 
can lead to two problems: 

• Failure to transmit large packets when the Do Not Fragment (DF) bit is set in the IP header 

• Connection resets or timeouts due to IP fragments not being redirected and passed directly to the client and/or origin server 

When the DF bit is set on a packet, transit routers will not fragment the packet if it exceeds the IP MTU of the outgoing interface.  Instead, 
the router will drop the packet and send an ICMP message to the originating host stating, “fragmentation needed and DF bit set”.  Included 
in this message is an indication of the MTU value of the outgoing interface where the packet is dropped.  The originating host would then 
resend the data using smaller packet sizes.  With Cisco WAAS, the ICMP message from the router that dropped the packet is not 
intercepted by WCCP, and is therefore not received by the WAE.  In addition, since the MSS for optimized connections is a fixed value, 
attempts by the client to resend the data in smaller packets would have not effect. 

In situations where the DF bit is not set on a packet, the router would fragment the packet, allowing the fragmented packets to pass through 
the outgoing interface.  This also causes problems for WAAS, since all of the IP fragments after the first one do not contain Layer 4 
headers.  Since there are no Layer 4 headers, the 2nd – N fragments are not intercepted by WCCP, and are therefore not received by the 
WAE. 

In both of these scenarios, applications fail to function properly through WAAS.  The following section outlines how to configure the 
network and WAEs to support such scenarios. 

SOLUTION 
There are two CLI commands for changing the TCP MSS configuration in WAAS.  The first command changes the maximum size of TCP 
segments that WAAS will send to a client/server.  The command is: 

! 

tfo tcp original-mss <value> 

! 

 

Where <value> is the new MSS value between 512 and 1460.  This is a global configuration command that applies to all non-optimized 
TCP connections being handled by the WAE. 

The second command changes the maximum size of TCP segments that WAAS will send to another WAE.  The command is: 

! 

tfo tcp optimized-mss <value> 
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! 

 

Where <value> is the new MSS value between 512 and 1460.  This is a global configuration command that applies to all optimized TCP 
connections being handled by the WAE. 

The following figure depicts where in the TCP flow these configuration parameters are used. 

 

 

 

USAGE 
The tfo tcp original-mss value should be changed in the following scenarios: 

• When the WAAS interception mechanism being used at the site is NOT WCCP (L3 Forwarding).  In this case the tfo tcp 
original-mss can be changed to 1460. 

• When using WCCP l2-redirect for WAAS interception.  In this case the tfo tcp original-mss can be changed to 1460. 

The ‘tfo tcp optimized-mss’ value should be changed in the following scenarios: 

• When all peer WAAS devices are NOT using WCCP (L3 Forwarding) for WAAS interception, In this case the tfo tcp 
original-mss can be changed to 1460. 

• When the WAAS optimized connections traverse links using a TCP MSS less than 1432 (such as site-to-site VPN deployments).  
In this case, the tfo tcp optimized-mss should be configured to match the adjusted-mss value used by the network.  This is 
typically the interface MTU minus tunneling, redirection and/or encryption overhead. 

SUMMARY 
The default TCP MSS values used by Cisco WAAS are tuned for deployments that use WCCP L3 forwarding for interception.  The default 
TCP MSS values can be changed separately for non-optimized and optimized TCP connections.  The TCP MSS values for non-optimized 
connections should only be changed when WCCP L3 forwarding is not used for interception.  The TCP MSS values for optimized 
connections should only be changed when network requirements, such as encryption, dictate a lower TCP MSS value, or when all peer 
WAE devices are not using WCCP L3 forwarding for interception.
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